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O ur Families
Celesta™ Frameless
Our most exquisite frameless shower enclosures, Celesta units 
feature 3/8” or 1/2” thick glass and a variety of hardware in elegant 
finish options. These versatile enclosures are available in sliding, 
swing, or door and panel applications to transform any bathroom 
into a spa-like retreat.
 
Preceria™ Frameless
Preceria is an innovative luxury enclosure that offers a straight or 
curved door option. Frameless 5/16” thick glass brings simple 
elegance to any bathroom. Designer elliptical hardware, hinges 
and through-the-glass pull handles complement the clean lines of 
this contemporary shower. 

Infinity Frameless
Infinity enclosures prove that less is more with a spacious frameless 
design. The 1/4” thick glass features polished edges for a beautiful 
balance of elegance and performance in sliding, swing, or door and 
panel settings.

Classic Frameless
Classic frameless enclosures use 3/16” thick glass and innovative 
engineering to create a suspended look for sliding, swing, or thinline 
door and panel configurations, to complement the most stylish of 
bath decors.  

Supreme Framed 
The most sophisticated in framed enclosures, Supreme has a 
rounded look conveying elegance and stability in a sliding tub and 
shower enclosure. It marries functionality with beauty.

Deluxe Framed
Deluxe enclosures are the essence of proven performance in a 
framed shower door. These sliding, swing and thinline door and 
panel enclosures surpass the competition with quality and features 
uncommon in their class.

Performance Framed
These enclosures for swing and sliding applications pair reliable 
function with simple design. With the Performance line, available in 
limited glass and finish options, we bring our years of experience to 
even the most basic enclosure.

Steam Frameless or Framed
Our steam enclosures are available in Celesta, Supreme and Thinline 
families. Whether swing, sliding or door and panel application, our 
innovative gasket system helps you create a tightly sealed private 
world of relaxation.

You can have confidence 
in knowing your Basco 
Shower Enclosure is 
backed by a limited 
lifetime warranty.



Basco Distinctives
•  Class & Elegance 

•  Trusted Brand

•  Precision Engineering

•  Premium Materials

•  Innovative Features

•  Distinctive Hardware

•  Glass Options 

•  Complementary Colors

•  Custom Design

•  Ltd. Lifetime Warranty

Infinity 1422/1722/1822 Fluted Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze



Celesta CELH-935 Clear • Brushed Bronze 

Celesta CELH-950 Clear • Brushed NickelCelesta CELH-925 Clear • Brushed Nickel



C elesta
Our most exquisite frameless shower enclosures, Celesta units 
feature 3/8” or 1/2” thick glass and a variety of hardware in 
elegant finish options. These versatile enclosures are available 
in sliding, swing or door and panel applications.

Celesta 2850  
Venetian • Brushed Nickel

Celesta CELN-900 Clear • Satin Nickel



Infinity 4400 Clear • Satin Nickel

Classic 3400 Clear • Oil Rubbed Bronze 

S liding Doors
F r a m e l e s s

Celesta 3850 Rain • Silver

Frameless glass doors, available in both tub and shower units, 
emphasize luxury and performance in a sliding enclosure. 
Our Celesta, Infinity and Classic sliding doors offer an open 
and spacious look to make your enclosure the centerpiece of 
the bathroom.



Supreme 2150 Cascade • Silver

Performance 8185 Obscure • Silver Deluxe 7150  
Clear Etched • Oil Rubbed Bronze

S liding Doors
F r a m e d

A sliding enclosure can enhance the look of any bathroom, 
whether placed on a shower or a tub. Consider our Supreme, 
Deluxe and Performance framed lines of enclosures for 
function and beauty. Also available in a variety of units modified 
for steam applications.



Classic 3600 Clear • Silver

Infinity 1400/1700 Clear • Oil Rubbed Bronze

Celesta CELN-900 Clear • Antique Pewter

S wing Doors
F r a m e l e s s

If your space requires a swing door, Basco offers several styles 
to meet your needs. For an open and elegant look, choose 
from our Celesta, Infinity or Classic frameless doors.



Deluxe 100/200/500  110/210/510
Clear Beveled  • Oil Rubbed Bronze

Steam 18CS/400S with Top Panel Clear • Brushed Nickel

Performance 85 Obscure • Silver

S wing Doors
F r a m e d

A swing door offers stability, security and function. Consider 
our Deluxe framed doors, available in both pivot and continuous 
hinge styles, and in various standard heights. Our Steam and 
Bi-fold doors (not shown) provide solutions to customers with 
specific needs for their bathroom.



Preceria PREH-925 with Straight Door  Clear • Brushed Nickel

Classic Thinline 136/736  
Symmetry • Oil-Rubbed Bronze

D oor & Panel
F r a m e l e s s

Infinity 1413/1713 Clear • Oil 
Rubbed Bronze

With a door and panel enclosure, we can create walls of glass 
to complete any bathroom design. Consider a frameless 
enclosure in our Preceria, Infinity, or Classic Thinline styles or 
our luxurious Celesta enclosures (shown on page 4). 



Deluxe Thinline 145HI/745HI  
Clear • Burnished Copper

Deluxe Thinline 135S/135/735  
Clear • Brushed Bronze

Deluxe Thinline 150/750 Clear • Silver

D oor & Panel
F r a m e d

With a variety of options, there is a framed door and panel enclosure 
that complements the personality of your bathroom. The versatility of 
a door and panel enclosure allows for a perfect fit into any space.



G lass Options

Clear

Symmetry

Obscure

Clear Beveled*

Silk

Fluted

Rain

*Photo represents a section of the door design, pattern does not completely fill panel.

Reflections

Clear Etched*

Autumn

Basco and Celesta™ Glass Options:

Basco Exclusive Glass Options:

 We offer glass styles that add a touch of 
sophistication to any enclosure. Basco offers the largest 
variety of glass options in the industry. Select any degree 
of privacy you desire.

AquaGlideXP Clear

Tempest



F rame Colors

Silver (Chrome) Polished Nickel

Almond

Gold

Burnished Copper

Wrought IronWhite

Brushed Nickel

Brushed Bronze

Bronze

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Gold (Brass)

Silver

Antique Pewter

Satin Nickel

Basco Anodized Finishes:

Celesta Plated Finishes:

Basco and Celesta Painted Finishes:

Our frame finishes provide a stroke of brilliance. Each 
finish is created to complement today’s most popular 
faucets and bathroom fixtures. They turn any bath into 
a masterpiece.

Brushed Nickel





Product Care
It’s our pleasure to take care of our customers. That’s why 
we recommend and develop products to make it possible for 
you to enjoy your shower enclosure long after the installation 
is complete. 

AquaGlideXP®

The best way to keep your 
glass looking newer longer is 
to protect it before it leaves 
the factory. Basco offers the 
unique AquaGlideXP® glass 
protection system. Customers 
can also purchase a kit to apply 
or revitalize the protective 
coating at home.

Clerét
When used after showering, 
Clerét is a superior glass 
cleaning tool that prevents 
soap build-up and water 
spots. It provides excellent 
care to keep all types of 
glass, especially clear glass, 
sparkling clear.

Bathroom Cleaning
Basco recommends Lysol® 
Bathroom Cleaner as the 
best cleaner for your shower 
enclosure. This safe, non-
abrasive product dissolves 
soap build-up without harming 
the metal surfaces of your 
shower enclosure.
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